Asian History 411: Group Project

Spring 2008
Julia Sapin

Group Interpretive Project (20% of grade=80 points):
DUE the day of the scheduled final, Thurs, June 12, between 8-10 am.

Format:
5 pp (1000 words, i.e., not counting images), double-spaced, 12-point font

Sections (20 points each):

- Give an overview of your genre, explaining the central concept that you believe is an important thread (i.e., defining feature) in your genre; define that thread and how it epitomizes your genre
- Analyze at least two specific examples and describe precisely how they exemplify that thread—use your skills of visual analysis!
- Explain how your embodiment related to that genre and what salient characteristics of the genre it emphasized and how you re-invented it
- The form (grammar, phrasing, and citations) must be excellent—flawless—for this project. Employ your skills as the professionals you are in the process of becoming. Also, make sure to use images effectively to visually communicate your points.